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1. All wicks must be pre-declared before the bowl leaves the bowlers hand. Any wicks not pre-

declared will be deemed as “Jammy” woods. The opposing side may, if they wish, replace all 

bowls affected by the wick in such a position as they believe was the original location(s). 

Phrases like “That’ll teach you, you jammy bastard” are all perfectly reasonable responses 

and no correspondence will be entered into by the club following such a remark. 

2. If the bowler is genuinely trying to draw, come in heavy, or fire into the head and the bowl 

goes through a gap, without touching any other bowl, then that bowl can be sent back to the 

bowler to try again. This may only happen for a maximum of 3 times in an end and only if 

there are at least 3 people who witness the delivery and say “Ooooooh” as it just misses. If 

there are no “Ooooooooh”s, then the gap was too wide in the first instance and they will be 

deemed to be a shit player and their bowl will be removed from the rink. If they get 

sufficient “Ooooooh”s, but then miss again on the fourth attempt, they will also be deemed 

to be a shit player and their bowl will be removed from the rink. The “Ooooooo”ers will be 

deemed to not know what they’re talking about and will be told to shut up. 

3. Any person who does a wrong bias in a competition (except club sessions), shall have a large 

red “D” written on their forehead in indelible ink, to denote “Dunce” and shall leave it there 

for the remainder of the game. If a further wrong bias is delivered in the same game, they 

must also play in just their underwear. The only exception to this rule is if they get shot 

wood on the adjacent rink, whereupon they may swap players with the person playing in the 

same position on the other rink and continue their game on that rink.  

4. Any bowl which comes to rest within 2 metres of the jack and is the nearest bowl to the jack 

will, as is currently the case, be deemed “Shot Wood”. If the bowl is the nearest the jack, but 

is over 2 metres from the jack, it will be deemed “Shit Wood”. 

5. It will be perfectly reasonable and sporting to snigger when the opposition fires a wood and 

misses everything. 

6. Following delivery and before the bowl has reached the halfway point on the rink, if you can 

see that the bowl is crap, upon declaring that a. “It slipped out of my hand”, b. “I scuffed the 

ground with that one”, c. “I caught the bowl on my leg”, d. “OH! That’s gone out too wide”, 

e. “That’s a bit heavy” or f. “OH NO! That’s never going to get there!!!”, the bowl shall be 

stopped before it reaches the head (except in case “f.”!) and returned to the bowler. The 

bowler may exercise this rule no more than three times in a row after which they will be 

wedgied & sent off the green never to play bowls again! 

 


